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Abstract. Wepresent a comparison between experimental
and theoretical results for pump/probe multiphoton ion
izing transitions of the sodium dimer, initiated by fem
tosecond laser pulses. It is shown that the motion of vi
brational wavepackets in two electronic states is probed
simultaneously and their dynamics is reflected in the to
tal Na; ion signal which is recorded as a function of the
time delay between pump and probe pulse. The time de
pendent quantum calculations demonstrate that two ion
ization pathways leading to the same final states of the
molecular ion exist: one gives an oscillating contribution
to the ion signal, the other yields a constant background.
From additional measurements of the Na + -transient
photofragmentation spectrum it is deduced that another
ionization process leading to different final ionic states
exists. The process includes the excitation of a doubly
excitedbound Rydberg state. This conclusion is support
ed by the theoretical simulation.

PACS: 33.80.Eh; 33.10.-n

1. Introduction

Traditionally spectroscopy is performed in the frequency
domain: transitions between atomic or molecular eigen
states are induced by the absorption of nearly mono
chromatic radiation from a light source. By changing the
frequency of the radiation the absorption spectrum as a
function of energy is detected. Quantum beat spectro
scopy is an alternative way to study the spectral prop
erties of atoms [I] and molecules [2]. The experiments
are carried out in the time domain: a laser light pulse is
employed which is able to excite two or more energy
states of the atom (or molecule) coherently. Afterwards
the fluorescence from the excited states is monitored and
the Fourier transform of the temporal beat signal yields
the energy level spacings of the system.

In the last years it became possible to detect atomic
radial motion [3, 4] and the vibrations of small moleeules

in real time [5, 6]. Because of the intrinsic timescales of
the systems ultrashort laser pulses are required to obtain
temporal resolution. In the case of the atomic "Rydberg
wave packets" [7] ps laser pulses are able to prepare a
coherent superposition of radial wave functions. To detect
molecular vibrations it is necessary to use fs laser pulses
which are readily available. A typical experimental set up
consists of a pump/probe arrangement: a femtosecond
pump laser pulse whose spectral width is broad enough to
excite several eigenstates of the system under consideration
prepares a localized wave packet. This evolves in time and
is probed with a second time delayed laser pulse which
interacts with the sampIe of moleeules at different delay
times. An electronically excited state is prepared which
afterwards decays radiatively. Then, if appropriate wave
lengths are employed, the total fluoresence measured as
a function of delay time shows the underlying dynamies.
Alternatively one may ionize the moleeule with the probe
pulse and a transient ionization spectrum taken as a func
tion of delay time between pump and probe pulse yields
the dynamical information.

Recently a time resolved study of the femtosecond
multiphoton ionization of Na2 has been reported [8,9].
From the data the authors deduced that molecular bound
state motion in two different electronic states was probed
in the experiment. Furthermore the basic problem of
competing mechanisms like direct ionization, autoioni
zation and autoionization induced fragmentation was
discussed.

In what follows we will distinguish between ionization
pathways and ionization processes. This is important in
the interpretation of our experiment. In Fig. 1 we illus
trate two ionization schemes ((1) and (ß) for a pump/
probe multiphoton transition. The horizontal lines in
dicate electronic states of the moleeule and the boxes
represent the manifold of accessible vibrational ionic
states which are reached if electrons with different trans
lational energies are ejected. In the case ((1) one photon
is absorbed from the pump pulse and two photons are
absorbed from the probe pulse, leading to ions in a set
of final states. (ß) represents the situation where two
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Fig. 1. Ionization pathways and ionization processes in a multi
photon ioniozation. Electronic states of a moleeule are shown as
horizontal lines. The two boxes stand for the two different sets of
final ionic vibrational states which are accessible in the experiment.
The downward arrows indicate the electrons released with kinetic
energies E kin in the ionization processes. The excitation by absorp
tion of photons from pump and probe pulses is indicated by the
upward arrows

photons are absorbed from the pump pulse and one pho
ton from the probe. In both cases the same set of final
ionic states are reached thus (Cl) and (ß) are two different
ionization pathways. The amplitudes for the pathways
have to be added coherently. Contrarily, an excitation
scheme which leads to different final states of the ion
represents a different ionization process. This situation
is sketched in the right part of Pig. 1. The amplitudes for
different ionization processes add incoherently.

In this paper we want to compare the previous analysis
with the results of a time dependent, quantum mechanical
calculation. It will be shown that the calculation can re
produce the experimental findings in any respect. There
are only a few theoretical studies of femtosecond ioni
zation processes involving several electronic states of a
molecule [10-12]. The present case of the sodium dimer
presents achallenge for the theory and one can hope to
learn more about what happens during the absorption of
many photons by a molecule on the femtosecond time
scale.

The paper is organized as folIows: Section 2 contains
abrief description of the experimental set up. In Sect. 3
we give the results of the measurements and discuss dif
ferent ionization pathways and processes. The theoretical
model and calculations for the ionization pathways are
presented in Sect. 4. Theory and experiment are com
pared in Sect. 5 and we summarize the paper in Sect. 6.

2. Experimental

The experimental set up is described in detail elsewhere
[8]. Here we briefly outline the techniques which have
been employed. Femtosecond laser pulses induce and
probe the molecular transitions. A supersonic molecular
beam provides vibrational and rotational cold Na2 mol
ecules in a collision-free environment in the electronic

ground state X 1 .E:.Time-of-flight (TOF) spectroscopy
is employed to determine the kinetic energy of the elec
trons, the mass of the ions and the released kinetic energy
of the ionic fragments .

The molecular beam is produced either by a pure so
dium expansion or by an expansion seeded with Argon
The oven is usually operated at 1000 K with nozzle tem
peratures about 50 K higher. Due to the cooling effect 01
the supersonic expansion the vibrational level u" = 0 in
the X 1 .E: ground state of Na2 is predominantly popu
lated. The laser-molecular beam interaction region Ü
placed between parallel plates so that the formed iors
and electrons can be detected in opposite directions by
two differently designed TOF-spectrometers arranged
perpendicular to the laser and molecular beam. Femto
second laser pulses are generated in a home-built collid
ing-pulse mode-locked (CPM) ring dye laser followinj
the design of Valdmanis and Pork [13]. Pulses of 60f~

duration at the center wavelengths of 627 nm are pro·
duced. We obtain CPM output pulses with an average
power of 15 mW in a 75 MHz pulse train. The spectral
distribution of the output pulses is measured with an
optical multichannel analyzer. The pulse duration is de
termined by the autocorrelation technique using non-col
linear second harmonie generation [14]. The spectral dis
tribution and the time duration of the CPM pulses are
monitored during the experiment. Since the CPM pulse
energies are much too low (~0.2 nJ) for our molecular
beam experiment, we employed dye amplifiers pumped
at a rate of 100 Hz by a synchronized 308 nm exeimer
laser to increase the pulse energies to a level suited for
the chosen experiment. A Michelson arrangement was
used to delay the probe laser relative to the pump laser.
Both the pump and the probe laser enter the interaction
region collinearly with the same polarization and per·
pendicular to the molecular beam. For the experiments
we have used recompressed laser pulses of 70-80 fs time
duration ; about 100Aspectral width and ofO.2 J.lJ energy
(I~ 50 GW/ cnr') for both the pump and the probe. The
laser pulse energy was kept this low in the pump-probe
experiment to simplify the study of the basic physical
processes (see discussion below). Using this intensity the
average ion signal produced by the pump or the probe
pulse alone is reduced to less than 10%

• By setting the
gate of a boxcar integrator to a specific ion time-of-flight,
dimer ions or ionic Na + fragments are detected. Each
data point is obtained by averaging over 1000 pump
probe experiments while the delay time is scanned over
20 fs. By this data acquisition we detect the wave packet
dynamics by means of the transient ion spectra. Fur
thermore we avoid to resolve the interferometric struc
tures reflecting the period of the optical cycle of our laser
which are induced by coherent interaction of pump and
probe laser pulses. This is in contrast to the work of
Scherer et al. [15] who, in their experiments intentionally
controlled the relative phase between pump and probe
pulses.
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3. Experimental results and discussion Na; FFT
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Fig. 2. Transient Nai signal obtained as a function ofPump-Probe
delay time between two identical femtosecond laser pulses
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]

Fig. 3. Fourier spectrum of the transient Na 2+ signal displayed in
Fig.2

I
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iment. Wave packet motions have already been seen in
pump/probe fluorescence experiments on other diatomic
systems [15, 17-22]. The 306fs separation of the peaks
points towards vibrational motion of the Na2 molecule.
Since we use laserpulses with a spectral width which is
broad compared to the vibrational level spacing L1v in
electronic states of Na2 accessible in our experiment, 10
calized vibrational wave packets can be prepared. In gen
eral, molecular potentials are not purely harmonic so that
a vibrational wave packet will disperse after some time.
This dispersion may cause the observed signal to decrease
for longer delay times just as it is seen in Fig. 2. The
spreading and recurrence of the vibrational wave packet
for long delay times has been described in arecent study
[23]. Here we are interested in the details of the basic
excitation, ionization and fragmentation processes which
can be extracted from the time dependence of the ion
signals at short delay times.

In order to derive the frequency components of the
pump-probe delay spectrum a Fourier analysis was per
formed and the result is displayed in Fig. 3. The power
spectrum density shows two major groups of frequencies,
one centered at 108.7cm- I

, the other centered at
92.0 cm -1. The individual frequencies are unresolved due
to the limited scan length of the pump-probe spectrum.
From the Na; ionization spectrum and its Fourier trans
form we identify two major contributions to the multi
photon ionization of Na2 • They will be discussed sepa
rately in what follows.

3.2. Wave packet motion in the A cs; )-state

The Na2 molecules in the ground state II'+ and V" = 0,
J" are pumped into excited electronic states by a laser
pulse, whose 70-80 fs duration is much shorter than the
vibrational period of Na2 • For a center wavelength of
627 nm and a bandwidth of about 10 nm the vibrational
levels V' = 10-14 are coherently excited by the fs pulse so
that a wave packet is formed in the electronic A II';; state.
The corresponding level spacings are 109.5, 108.8, 108.1

T=306 fs
I I
I I
I I

~II.-

I I
I I
I I

Na; Signa1

In the present experiments we are interested in the dy
namics of molecular multiphoton ionization and frag
mentation on a femtosecond time scale. Three photons
of our laser wavelength are needed to ionize the Na2

moleeule in a multiphoton process. The first time-re
solved studies of molecular multiphoton ionization in a
molecular beam using femtosecond pump-probe tech
niques [16] revealed unexpected features of the dynamics
which takes place during the absorption of many photons
bya diatomic molecule.

3.1. The transient Na; spectrum

!he observed femtosecond pump-probe delay spectrum,
l.e. the transient Na; ionization spectrum is shown in
Fig. 2. The ion signal exhibits a beat structure superim
posed on a strong modulation and a constant back
ground. Because pump and probe are identical the signal
is symmetrie around zero time delay. The modulation
period estimated from the peak to peak separation is
T= 306 fs. Evident from the beat structure in Fig. 2, there
areat least two oscillating contributions to the transient
ionization spectrum and the envelope intensity variation
reveals themto be about 1800 out ofphase. Two temporal
oscillations with a zero phase difference will exhibit a
maximum at time t = O. On the other hand, a phase dif
ference of 1800 results in an envelope variation with a
minimum value at t = 0 and increasing values for increas
ingtimes as is seen in Fig. 2. That the signal nevertheless
exhibits a maximum at zero delay time is due to the fact
that pump and probe pulse overlap. In this case the
moleeule interacts with an electric field of doubled am
plitude which results in a strongly enhanced ion signal.
Thestrong modulation of the ionization signal decreases
for longer delay times.

The periodic variation of the ion signal and the su
perimposed modulation suggests that wave packet mo
tions in molecular bound states are probed in our exper-
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Fig, 4. ~cheme for a one photon pump and two photon probe direct
iomzation, The potential energy curves for the involved electronic
states ar~ dra~n. The pump pulse prepares a coherent superposition
of t~e vibrational states V' = 10-14 in the electronic A-state. The
motion of the vibrational wave packet is probed by a time delayed
second femtosecond laser pulse

and 107.4 cm -I [24], respectively, These values agree with
one ofthe frequency components derived from the Four
ier analysis. The averaged classical vibrational period for
thes~ levels is around 306 fs, in agreement with the sep
aranon of the large amplitude peaks in the transient ion
signal of Fig, 2. The shape of the wave packet depends
on the amplitudes of the components, which are deter
mined by the pump laser spectral distribution and the
Franck-Condon factors ofthe involved transitions. Start
ing initially only from the V" = 0 vibrational ground state
the packet originates at the inner turning point of the
A-state potential (see Fig. 4).
. The motion ofthe wave packet in the A-state potential
lS pr0l:'ed. after a variable time delay T. The 70 fs probe
pulse ioruzes the molecule in a transition involving the
intermediate 2 'n, (3s, 3d) Rydberg state. From the os
ci~latory Na; si~nal (period 306 fs), which is in phase
with the preparation of the wave packet at the inner turn
ing point at time t = 0, the A-state motion is evidently
probed only near the inner turning point. Probing at the
ou~er t.urning point would result in a 1800 phase shift,
WhICh IS not observed. Note that a direct non resonant
two-photon transition from the A-state into the Na + ion-
.. . 2
~zat~on C?ntInuum will result in a time independent ion-
ization ~Ig~al, because the shapes of the two potentials
are ~o similar [25]. ~nalysis based on the difference po
tentials between the ionic ground X 22:+ A 12:+ and 2 -ttg 'u g

states shows that only through the resonant intermediat
II-state, which acts as a "window" for the two photor
probe transition, the motion of the A-state wave packe:
can be seen. In fact the difference potential shows tha
the ll-state ~estricts t~e possible transitions to a r~giol
close to the Inner turning point [8].

Figure 4 summarizes the results described in this sec,
tion. It contains the relevant potential curves and indi
cates the preparation and probing of the A-state wav
packet. The packet is prepared in the A-state at the inne
tur~ing point (or more precisely at the inner turning poin
which belongs to the mean excitation energy) and i~

probed every time it recurs in the spatial region aroun
that distance.

3.3. Wave packet motion in the 2 III -stateg

The Fourier analysis (Fig. 3) ofthe Na; ionization signs
an~ th~ o?se~ved beat structure (Fig. 2) imply a secon
major ioruzation channel. This ionization channel is con
nected with an "out of phase" wave packet motion a
mentioned in Sect. 3.1. Based on the derived Fourier COIll
ponent of about 92 cm - land the femtosecond laser wave
lengths of 627 nm, we conclude that the pump lase
creates a coherent superposition of vibrational levels il
the II-state via a two photon transition. The absorptior
of two laser photons induces transitions from the V" =1

level in the electronic ground state to vibrational level
between the v*= 11 to v*= 18 in the 11-state. Using th
known spectroscopic constants [26, 27] the vibrations
spacings can be calculated. They range from 89.7 t(
94.1 cm - 1 and agree with the frequencies obtaine
from the Fourier analysis (Fig. 3). The vibrational wav
packet in the 11-state is also formed close to the inne
turning point of the respective potential (see Fig. 6). Th
one-photon probe process detects the real time motic
of the packet but only, as the phase shift of 1800 clearl
shows, at delay times when the packet is localized nea
the outer turning point of its motion. We just describe
a multiphoton ionization process where first two pum
ph?tons are absorbed and a vibrational wave packet i
built at short bond distances but is probed at the earlie
time after half of the v* vibrational period of abot
175-185 fs, that is when the maximum vibrational stretc
is assumed. This gives rise to a periodic variation of th
ion signal. From Franck-Condon arguments one can df
duce that the ionization propability does not depend upo:
where the wave packet is located in the 11-state potentia
Moreover, the difference potential analysis applied to th
2 'ri, ---+ion X(22:;) probe transition [8] and also wai
packet calculations [25] show that direct photoionizatio
out of the 11-state results in a time independent tot,
ionization signal. This will add a time independent sign
~o ~he ~otal ion signal. So far it is not obvious why th
ioruzatron out of the 11-state takes preferentially place:
the outer turning point as it is deduced from our me
su:ements. Possible explanations for the observed pha
shifted wave packet contribution in the transient Na
signal could be .

• A transition dipole moment that strongly increases wit
increasing internuclear distances
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Reasons why such a "core"-excitation occurs preferen
tially at the outer turning point of the l1-state could be
the relative loeation of the involved potentials or a strong
R-dependence of the transition dipole moment. Prelimi
nary calculations ofbound doubly excited Nai* potential
energy curves by Meyer [28] show (for a 111u state) the
required relative location of the two involved potential
eurves.
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doubly excited molecule Nai* (ni, n' I') can account for
the identical structure in the transient Nai ionization
and in the Na + photofragmentation spectra. These chan
nels, relevant to the observed spectra are:

• Electronic autoionization, responsible for the obser
vation of the phase shifted II-state wave packet motion
in the Nai ionization spectrum:

Nai* (ni, n' 1')---+Na; (X 2:E: ,v+) + e (Ekin) . (1)

• Autoionization induced fragmentation, responsible for
the observation of the phase shifted II-state wave packet
motion in the Na + photofragmentation spectrum:

Nai* (ni, n' 1')---+Na; (2:E:) + e" (Ekin)

fragment ions-Na+

3.4. The transient photofragmentation spectrum

In order to gain more insight into the existence of a
"second" ionization process, we have performed another
time-resolved experiment where the variation of the Na +
ionic photofragment signal as a function of the delay time
between the femtosecond pump and probe laser pulses
was measured. The TOF-analysis shows that the ionic
fragments have a small kinetic energy corresponding to
the absorption of three photons from pump and probe
pulse together. This is important for the eonelusions pre
sented below. Figure 5 compares the transient spectra for
Na+ and Nai obtained from measurements under the
same experimental eonditions. The oseillation period of
the transient Na + fragmentation spectrum is determined
bythewave packet motion in the l1-state, as an analysis
based on the laser parameters for this experiment shows.
Moreover, it again shows the phase shift of 1800 with
respect to zero delay time. The results of this time-re
solved photofragmentation experiment strongly suggest
that the Na+ ionic fragments with small kinetic energy
Wand the molecular ions which are formed via a one
photon probe transition from the l1-state ifthe respective
wave packet is located around the outer turning point,
have a common origin.

The excitation of the inner electron of the Na2 (3s,
3d)Rydberg state by the probe laser into a higher orbital
n' I', to form a neutral electronically doubly excited
molecule, issuch a process. The decay channels of abound

• Stimulated emission pumping during the probe laser
duration, that occurs only at the inner turning point of
thel1-statepotential. This process decreases the ion yield.
The loss due to stimulated emission down to the A-state
isonly possible if the wave packet is located close to the
inner turning point. This follows from Franck-Condon
arguments [8].
• Another independent ionization process, different from
direct photo-ionization of a singly exeited eleetronie state
andenhanced at delay times when the wave packet reaches
theouter turning point in the l1-state potential.

R [Ä]

Fig. 6. Ionization scheme for a two photon pump transition to the
electronic lI-state and an indirect one photon ionization which
proceeds via a doubly excited Rydberg-state and electronic auto
ionization. This explains the modulation of the Nai signal due to
its II-state component and the characteristic oscillation of the tran
sient spectrum of slow ionic fragments

I •
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Fig. 5.Comparisonofthe transient Nai ionization and Na + photo
fragmentation spectra obtained under the same experimental con
ditions
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4.1. The model

4. Theory

This two photon pump and one photon probe proces
occurs only through probe excitation at the outer turnin]
point of the 17-state, the first time at a delay of ~ 180f
between pump and probe laser pulse. The final vibra
tional states of the ions vi; are different from the state
v; .

probe **
~ Na2 (nl,n' I')

~Nai (X 22:; ,vi;)+« (Ekin )

~Na+ +Na(3s)+e- (Ekin ) + w. (5)

Nai*

The two-photon pump and one-photon probe ioni
zation process which involves excitation and decay of a
doubly excited state is illustrated in Fig. 6. Except for the
repulsive 2E;; state [29] and the estimated Nai* curve,
all other curves are RKR potentials. In a two photon
transition the pump laser prepares a wave packet at the
inner tuming point, which then propagates in about 180 fs
to the outer turning point where the probe laser transfers
the motion into the continuum by exciting a second
electron forming bound doubly excited Nai* molecules.
From the observed ion and electron spectra [8, 16], these
molecules have different ionization and fragmentation
channels compared to direct photoionization and bound
free fragmentation. What we have just described is indeed
another ionization process (see Fig. 1): the electron spec
tra reveal that ions are built within vibrational states
vi; which are not accessible by direct photoionization out
of the 17-state [8].

3.5. Summary 01 the experimental results

On the basis of a) an analysis of the transient Nai ion
ization spectrum, b) an analysis of the transient Na +
photofragmentation spectrum and c) a difference poten
tial analysis [8] we conclude that in our experiment mo
lecular sodium ions are produced not only by direct pho
toionization of singly excited electronic states but also
through an independent second multiphoton process in
volving the excitation of a doubly excited molecular
Rydberg state Nai* (ni, n' I') and a decay via electronic
autoionization and autoionization induced fragmenta
tion. In detail we have:

1. One contribution which consists of the direct photo
ionization of a singly excited electronic state

pump probe
X(II:) ----+ A (IE;;) ----+ 2 I17g

probe + 2 + -
~ Na2 (X I:g , VI ) +e (Ek in ) . (3)

This one photon pump and two photon probe process
occurs at the inner turning point of the A-state potential
with the periodicity of the motion of the respective vi
brational wave packet.
2. A second contribution obtained by a two photon pump
and one photon probe transition which accounts for the
time independent signal in our measurements.

X(IE:)~ A(IE;;)~ 2 I17
g

probe + 2 + + _
~ Na2 (X I g ,VI) + e (Ekin ) . (4)

Molecular ions are built in the same vibrational states
v; which are populated in the first ionization pathway.
3. The third contribution involves abound doubly ex
cited neutral electronic state which decays subsequently
through electronic autoionization and autoionization in
duced fragmentation (Fig. 6)

We use time dependent perturbation theory up to third
order to describe the pump/probe experiments discussed
above. The total Nai population as a function of the
delay time between the pump and probe pulse is calcu
lated. Four electronic states are incorporated in our study.
The corresponding potential energy curves, taken from
[24, 26, 30, 31] are drawn in Fig.4. In what follows we
will drop the detailed spectroscopic assignments and refer
to the electronic X-, A-, 17-states of the sodium dimer
and the ionic ground state of N a2t- •

Direct three photon ionization processes are not in
cluded. We checked numerically that the correspondim
transition probabilities are negligible. The wave packe!
propagation is done with the split-operator-technique
[32, 33] and the time integrals of the perturbation theory
were calculated as outlined in [34]. Throughout the nu
merical calculation we used Gaussians with a width
(FWHM) of 80 fs for the pulse envelopes. The center
wavelength was set to 627 nm. Since the experiments are
performed in a molecular beam we take the vibrational
ground state within the electronic X-state as the initial
wave function. The rotational degree of freedom is no
included since for short decay times it does not playa
significant role.

To describe the ionization we discretized the ioniza
tion continuum. In what follows we will separately de
scribe the two ionization pathways as it was done in th
Sects. 3.2. and 3.3. Section 4.4 contains a discussion 01
the coherent sum of the two indistinguishable pathway ,
leading to sodium dimer ions in the same set of final
states. This strategy enables us to see how much a quan
turn mechanical calculation can reproduce what has beer
deduced from the experimental results.

4.2. Quantum dynamics in the electronic A-state

As indicated in Fig. 4, a pump pulse with a central wave
length of 627 nm can induce a transition from the groun
to the electronic A-state. We describe the pump procee
with first order time dependent perturbation theory.
Within this approximation the wave function in the A
state can be written as [35] (h = 1)
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(R (t)

= (V/ (t), AIR IV/ (t), A) /(V/ (t), A IV/ (t), A) . (8)

The integral appears because the ionization continuum
is accessed and elecrons with kinetic energy E' up to a
maximal energy E m ax can be ejected. IE' +) denotes the
electronic wave function of the free and the bound elec
trons. Since the states ofthe free electron are orthonormal
for different energies E' the total electronic wave func
tions are orthonormal as welle The index rx was added to
specify the particular ionization pathway which is the
topic of this subsection. The vibrational wave functions
are calculated with the second order formula

(9)
E m a x

IV/cx (t) = I dE' IV/cx (t), E' +).
o

The expectation value reflects the oscillatory motion of
the wave packet (period = 305 fs) between the two clas
sical turning points R ± defined by VA (R ± ) = Ei + co. The
time t = 80 fs corresponds to the center of our Gaussian
envelope function f (t) for the pump pulse. From Fig. 7
it is evident that the wave packet in the A-state is created
around the inner turning point ofthe respective potential.
The question is if the dynamics of the wave packet can
be seen in the Na; ion signal. Since the ions are built
via a two photon transition second order perturbation
theory has to be applied to calculate the ion yield. The
total ionic wave function can be written as

(7)

~f dtIUA(t-t ') ~X(t',W)Ux(t')IV/o,X). (6)

°

IIf/ (t), A)

where tl AX is the projection of the X - A transition dipole
moment on the polarization vector of the electric field of
strength Eoand frequency co. The dipole moment is taken
to be independent of the internuclear distance, i.e. we
employ the Condon-approximation. f (t) is the envelope
function ofthe laser pulse which is taken to be a Gaussian
centered at a large enough time so that it vanishes at the
origin t = O.

Thepumppulse prepares a wave packet in the A-state,
consisting of a linear combination of vibrational eigen
functions. Onee the pulse stops the packet propagates
unperturbed and periodically back and forth. A study of
the long time behaviour can be found in [23]. For short
time (some pieoseconds) its motion is almost classical and
spatially restricted by the classical turning points in the
A-state potentialwhich correspond to the mean excitation
energy of 627 nm. This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 7.
In theupperpanel we plot the A-state potential and wave
packets at the three intermediate times t = 80, 328 and
555 fs. The lower part contains the expectation value

Here VA (t), UX(t) represent the time evolution operators
in the respective electronic states and the initial state
IVJo,X) is the vibrational ground state of energy Ei. The
light-matter interaction is chosen to be

"'I dt" u, (t-t") W+n(t",w -E')
o

~t------+-----+----+--~

o

2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

R [Al
Fig.7. Upper panel:The potential for the electronic A-state is shown
as a dashed curve. The intersection of the horizontalline with the
potentialmarks the classical turning point which correspond to the
mean energy of the wave packet. Wave functions I(R 11/1 (l, A) 1

2

(6) are shown for different times. Lower panel: the coordinate ex
pectationvalue (8) calculated with the moving A-state wave packet.
Thearrows mark the times at which the wave functions in the upper
panel are drawn

r:
xI dt' Un(t"-tl)~A(t',w)IV/(t'),A). (10)

°
Here U+ (z) and Ull (t) denote the time evolution oper
ators in the ionic ground- and II-state. The interactions
~m are the same as in (7) since we adopt the Condon
approximation and furthermore assurne that the ioniza
tion cross section does not depend on the energy E' [36].
We have discretized the continuum, i.e. the integral in
(8) is replaced by a sum over discrete energies E' . It was
found that an energy grid with a stepsize of 0.02 eV be
tween co - E' = 1.02 eV and 1.28 eV gave converged re
sults. The rather large stepsize expresses the fact, that the
distribution ofthe Franck-Condon factors for vibrational
transitions between the II- and ionic state change
smoothly over the energy interval. The restricted energy
range is due to the Franck-Condon factors between the
vibrational wave functions of the ionic ground and lower
lying electronic states. The wave functions IV/cx (t), E' +)
depend on the delay time between pump and probe pulse
which is not indicated explicitely in the equations. The
partial ionic populations have been calculated for differ
ent values of t» - E' and different delay times T:

P; (T, E') = lim (V/cx (t), E' + IV/a (t), E' + ) . (11)
/-+00
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The first two conclusions are in agreement with what has
been deduced from a potential difference analysis [8]: the
ionization proceeds via the intermediate Il-state and re
sonant A-Il-transitions are only allowed at small bond
lengths. Thus the II-state acts as a filter and only a small
amount of ions are built if the wave packet is at the outer
turning point of the A -state potential.

The third conclusion cannot be explained without tak
ing the dynamics of the wave packet into account. For a
two photon transition it is not only the A -Il difference
potential but also the II-ionic difference potential which
is important in the discussion of resonant excitation. As
sume that, according to the Franck-Condon principle,
the classical transition point R 1 between A- and Il-state,
defined by

0.5 1.0 1.5

Pump-Probe DeLa~ (ps)
Fig.8. Upper panel: Total ion population prepared by a two ~hoton

ionization process out of the electronic A -state as a function .of
delay time between pump and probe pulse. Middle panel: Partial
ion signals (11) for energies of 1.04 eV (straight line), 1.1 eV (dashed
line) and 1.16 eV (dotted line). The curves are drawn on a larger
scale than the total ion signal. Lower panel: Expectation value for
the bond length in the A-state (12), averaged over the length of the
probe laser pulse

These populations correspond to the fraction of ions
which are built by the ejection of an electron with trans
lational energy E'. The limit in (11) is obtained when the
probe pulse decays to zero since then the population re
mains constant.

Results for representative energies are displayed in
Fig. 8 as a function of the delay time T between the pump
and probe laser pulse. We also plot the sum of the partial
signals, i. e. the total ion signal P, (T). Simultaneously
the expectation value of the bond length in the A-state,
averaged over the length r of the probe laser pulse is
shown:

1 t+r/2 <VI (t), AIR I VI (t), A)
n, (t) = -:r t-L2 dt <lfI (t), A IlfI (t), A> .

(12)

(13)

is smaller than a transition point R 2 between Il and ionic
state. Ifthe wave packet is probed while it is moving from
R1 towards R2 , then aresonant two photon transition
takes place. On the other hand if it is moving from R1

towards smaller distances, a transition to the ionic ground
state is not possible. This is different from previously
discussed one photon transitions where, in principle, a
peak in the transition probability is obtained at any time
the wave packet passes the transition point. A reminesc
ence of the effect shows up in the signal for 1.1 eV (dashed
line in the middle panel of Fig. 8). It is curious that the
latter effect seems to be visible in the time dependence of
the total ion signal. However, the doublet on top of each
maximum in the population is due to the summation over
all partial ion signals which themselves do not show this
splitting. We note that the splitting is very sensitive to
small variations of the laser parameters.

4.3. Quantum dynamics in the electronic II-state

In Sect. 3.3 it was discussed, that the pump pulse can
populate the Il-state via a two photon transition from
the ground state (see Fig. 6). The corresponding wave
function is given in second order perturbation theory by

IVI (t),II)
t

"'J dt" UII(t-t") WIIA(t",W)
o

t"

xJ dt'UA(t"-t')~x(t',w)IVlo(t'),X). (14)
o

This vibrational wave packet moves periodically between
the classical turning points ofthe Il-state potential energy
curve. Here we find a vibrational period of 360 fs. The
total ionic wave function corresponding to a one photon
probe process originating from the Il-state (labeled by
the index ß) is given by:

( 15)
E m ax

IIfIß (z) = J dE' IIfIß (z), E' + ) .
o

This quantity measures the average position of the A
state wave packet during the interaction with the probe
pulse, i.e. it shows us "where" the packet is probed during
its motion [37]. It would be misleading to consider the
expectation value of (8) since the packet moves during
the probe process. Several conclusions can be drawn from
the figure:

• the vibrational period (T= 305 fs) of the wave packet
motion is reflected in the partial as well as in the total
ion signal.
• ions are predominantly built at delay times when the
wave packet is close to the inner turning point of the
A -state potential.
• There is no one-to-one correspondence between the
location of the wave packet and a maximum in the partial
ion signal. Rather, the occurrence of a maximum depends
on the direction of the motion of the wave packet.
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Fig. 9. Total ion signal obtained by a one photon direct ionization
process initiating in the electronic II-state for different central
energies of the ionizing laser pulse. The pump laser energy was
627nm

The energy dependent ionic vibrationa1 wave functions
are

IlfIß(t),E' +) ""Jdt' U+ (t- t')
o

x W+17(t',w-E')Ilf/(t'),l1). (16)

With this wave functions one may ca1cu1ated partial ion
signals Pp (T, E') (see (11)). It has been shown previous1y
that the total ion signal obtained by a one photon tran
sition from the l1-state does not depend on the de1ay time
between pump and probe pulse [8, 25] (see also [11]).
One of the reasons for this effect is that for a diatomic
moleeule (with some exceptions) the potentials for e1ec
tronically excited states and the ionic ground state show
a similar dependence on the internuc1ear distance. Fur
thermore it is due to the Condon-approximation which
ignores the coordinate dependence of the transition di
pole moment and to the wave1ength of the ionizing laser
(627 nm) which does not restriet the final vibrationa1
states which are accessib1e. How a time independent ion
signal arises is demonstrated in Fig. 9. The different
panels contain the total ionic populations ca1cu1ated with
different probe laser energies co, as indicated. For a small
energy (1.06 eV) on1y lower vibrationa1 states of the ion
are accessib1e. The signal is periodic (360 fs) and reflects
the wave packet dynamic in the l1-state. With increasing
energy more vibrationa1 ionic states are popu1ated and
the time dependence is lost. For co = 1.977 eV, which cor
responds to the experimental wave1ength of 627 nm, one
does not observe a dependence of the ion signal on the
delay time between pump and probe pulse. Ions are cre
ated no matter where the wave packet is located when
the probe pulse interacts with the mo1ecu1e. This is due
to the fact that with increasing probe energy more and
more ionic final states are accessed. The ca1cu1ations may
besummarized as follows:
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• The partial ion signals reflect the periodicity of the
l1-state vibrationa1 motion with aperiod of 360 fs.
• The total ion signal does not depend on the de1ay time
between pump and probe pulse.

4.4. The coherent sum 0/ the ion signals and summary
0/ the theoretical results

In the preceeding sections we have discussed separate1y
two different pathways, 1eading to the same set of final
ionic states via a three photon pump/probe scheme. Since
the experiment cannot distinguish how the Nai ions are
built it is necessary to consider the coherent sum of the
amp1itudes for the different processes. Summing up the
total ionic wavefunctions of (9) and (15) one obtains the
population

P (T) = <lf/rt Ilf/rt >+<lf/ß Ilf/ ß >+2 Re <lf/rt Ilf/ ß >
= P; (T) + Pß (T) + P,ß (T) . (17)

Here the exp1icit time dependence of the wave functions
has been dropped, meaning that we regard any time when
the probe pulse has passed through the samp1e and the
populations have become constant. P (T) consists of three
terms: P, (T) and Pß (T) represent the incoherent con
tributions of the two pathways as discussed in Sect. 4.2.
and 4.3., respective1y. According to what has been found
P; will oscillate with aperiod of 305 fs and Pß gives a
time independent signal. Prt ß is an interference term re
su1ting from the coherent superposition of the two ioni
zation pathways rx and ß.

Identica1 and time de1ayed pump and probe laser pulses
are produced by means of a Miche1son interferometer in
the experiment so that the e1ectric fie1d of pump and
probe laser can be written as

(18)

The use of the fie1d in this form in the theoretica1 de
scription assumes that experimental phase fluctuations
from shot to shot can be neg1ected. This was varified
experimentally [38] but it is not important for the fo1
lowing discussion. Within our theoretica1 model the in
terference term P;ß (T) oscillates with cos (w T). If the
measured (or ca1cu1ated) signal is averaged over severa1
optica1 cyc1es the interference contribution vanishes. Since
the experiment was performed to find the envelope of the
transient ion signal an average was performed as dis
cussed in Sect. 2. We thus neg1ect the term Prt ß (T) for
the comparison with the experiment.

A1together the quantum mechanica1 ca1cu1ation per
formed within the present model has shown that the total
ion signal obtained from direct photoionization can be
separated into two contributions. The first shows a pe
riodie time dependence which reflects the motion of the
vibrationa1 wave packet in the e1ectronic A-state. The
motion of another wave packet in the l1-state is not seen
in the total ion signal [25]. The contribution from the
l1-state leads to a time independent signal. Since the
interference term is not reso1ved in the present experi-
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6. Summary

Another possibility is that the transition dipole mo
ment for the II-ionic transition shows a significant de
pendence on the interatomic distance R [25]. However,
the comparison between Franck-Condon calculations and
the results of nanosecond experiments shows that this is
very unlikely [42]. Finally there might be another ioni
zation pathway or process from the II-state which pref
erentially takes place from the outer turning point of the
corresponding potential. The experiment shows that there
is such an ionization process leading to different ionic
vibrational states. It was concluded [8, 16] that a doubly
excited Rydberg state is involved (see Sect. 3). To simu
late this findings we have calculated the population

(19)Ps (T) = Pa (T) + Pp (T) + L r, (T, E' ) ,
E'

which adds certain partial ion signals obtained by one
photon ionization out of the II-state to the sum of the
total ionization signals Pa and Pp. As discussed above,
the coherent contribution is not considered here because
it was not resolved in the current experiment. In par
ticular we added partial signals which lead to higher vi
brational ionic states (w - E' = 1.20, 122 and 1.24 eV).
These are obtained when the wave packet is close to the
right hand turning point [25]. The results are displayed
in the upper panel of Fig. 10 (dashed line) together with
the measured total ion signal. A nearly perfeet agreement
is obtained. The strong A-state oscillations and the weak
modulation of the peaks due to the Il-state dynamics is
reproduced in the calculated curves.

In the present paper we have investigated the pump/probe
multiphoton ionization of Na2 • The total Na; signal as
a function of delay time between pump and probe pulse
was measured. The data showed two periodic contribu
tions on top of a time independent signal. The strongest
modulation belongs to the vibrational period of the elec
tronic A 117;; state which is probed by a direct two photon
ionization. The other is introduced via an indirect
photoionization process involving a doubly excited Ryd
berg state (Nai* (ni, n' I' )). Ions are produced by a one
photon excitation from the lIlg-state and subsequent elec
tronic autoionization at delay times when the correspond
ing wave packet is close to its right hand turning point.

We have presented perturbative time dependent quan
tum calculations for direct photoionization from the eleo
tronic and vibrational ground state. The calculated signal
for a one photon pump and two photon probe transition
shows strong oscillations which are due to the wave packet
motion in the A-state. The two photon pump and one
photon probe ionization on the other hand leads to a
signal which does not depend on the delay time between
pump and probe pulse. Both ionization pathways lead to
the same set of final vibrational states of Na; . Since the
present experiment does not resolve interference contri
butions, the total ionic population consists of the sum of
populations obtained from both pathways. This sum

experimcnt

Ps(T)

ment, the two contributions simply add to the total
ionic population.

5. Comparison between experimental
and theoretical results

Fig. 10. The lower panel contains the incoherent surn of the cal
culated total ion signals Pa and Pß' Upper panel: Cornparison be
tween the rneasured transient ion signal and the sirnulated calcu
lated signal r, (19)

We now turn to a comparison between the experimental
and theoretical results, keeping in mind that the theoreti
cal model is restricted to direct photoionization only.
Figure 10contains the measured Nai signal (upper panel)
and the calculated ionic population Pa +Pp (lower panel)
as a function of delay time between pump and probe
pulse. The pronounced oscillations with the A-state vi
brational period are present in both curves and occur at
the same delay times. As noted above this curve shows
only the A-state periodic wave packet motion. Further
more the time independent part ofthe experimental signal
is higher than in the calculation. Indeed there is another
state (4 117g+ [39]) which participates in the ionization
[38]. The direct photoionization out of this state yields
as weIl a time independent signal [40] and adds to the
time independent signal.

To reproduce the experimental findings one has to
postulate a process which will introduce the periodicity
of the II-state motion into the signal. In principle one
may imagine three possibilities for such a process. The
first is stimulated emission from the II-down to the A
state. This is only possible if the wavepacket is located
at the inner turning point of the II-state potential and
would yield the time dependence of the ion signal as seen
in the experiment. Non perturbative calculations show
that stimulated emission plays a significant role only if
strong laser fields are used [41]. However for the inten
sities employed in the present experiment this process is
negligible.

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
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shows only the periodicity of the A-state wave packet
motion shifted by a time independent signal. To introduce
a time dependence due to the ll-state motion we added
contributions which are obtained if the ll-state wave
packet is elose to the outer turning point. This is eonsis
tent with what has been dedueed from the experiment.
The simulated curve shows a very good agreement with
the measuredion signal, whieh strongly supports the eon
clusion that another process participates in the multi
photon ionization of Na2 • This ionization process leads
to a different set of final vibrational states of the ion
which cannot be populated by direct photoionization.
From the eomparison between theory and experiment we
have learned about the dynamies which takes place dur
ing thecomplicated multiphoton excitation of the sodium
dimer. In the future we will extend the theoretieal de
scription to a non perturbative treatment [43]. First ex
perimental and theoretical results have already been ob
tained [41]. Furthermore it will be interesting to inelude
the doubly excited electronic state which will soon be
available [28].
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